Multivariate time-to-event analysis of multiple adverse events of drugs in integrated analyses.
In each clinical trial the statistical evaluation of adverse events (AEs) is a major part of standard safety analyses. However, the analyses of AEs usually lack from adequately accounting for the occurrence of multiple, different AEs. Furthermore, predictive variables other than treatment such as age, sex and concomitant medication are often ignored. These issues can be addressed by the Cox regression as introduced by Andersen and Gill and Wei et al. A further issue arises from the fact that an ordered programme of studies is conducted during clinical testing of pharmaceutical drugs. In this paper, we therefore discuss a stratified multivariate Cox regression model that can be used in integrated summaries of safety. We derive partial maximum likelihood estimators of the model parameters which can be shown to be consistent and asymptotically normally distributed. Mainly based on a sandwich estimator of their covariance matrix several test statistics are proposed that can be used to test various null hypotheses on the underlying parameters. Their asymptotic null distributions are given. The benefit of this survival time approach for analysing AEs is illustrated by evaluating symptoms of common cold from the database of a clinical development project.